
  

 

 

 

“From media-consumers, to media-makers to media-

sponsors and promoters, media-creation needs 

conscious media-creators and they will benefit from 

what author, Ava Montgomery has to say about it!” 

Media can be made in ways that address social issues and 

brings justice to them.  Media can also be made in ways that 

impede or perpetuate social injustices. 

Ava brings up-to-date considerations on the influence of 

media on many of today’s most pressing social issues that 

create challenges to peace and harmony. 

Parents, Educators, Media-makers creating media on behalf 

of a company or free-lancers who seek to demonstrate social 

consciousness in media-consumption and media-creation, 

will be empowered by Montgomery’s customized talks.  

She speaks to all positions on the continuum of media- 

Ava brings up-to-date considerations on the influence of 

media on many of today’s most pressing social issues that 

are challenges to peace and harmony for all citizenry. 

 

 

 

 

AVA MONTGOMERY 

Ava Montgomery is the founder of Conscious Media 

Consulting, LLC and author of: Listen-In! Watch-Out! 

Word-Up!: A Guide to Understanding and Developing 

Conscious and Comprehensive Media Literacy Skills 

for Media-consumers and Media-makers.  

She is also an experienced Leadership Development Trainer 

for Corporate and Non-Profit business sectors.  

Ava has an engaging written and verbal style of delivery that 

enlightens and inspires audiences to be interested in 

developing or enhancing comprehensive media-literacy 

skills. 

 

 

 

influencers about the integral role they can have in 

creating media that uplifts and reflects accuracy in 

narratives.  

Ava Montgomery has the knowledge, experience, and 

ability to speak with compassionate and diplomatic 

candidness about media representation.  

Ava demonstrates cultural and conscious competency 

that helps her connect with and engage her audience in 

meaningful discussions about media literacy and social 

issue discourses. 

Participants will be informed by thoughts about the 

importance of Conscious and Comprehensive Media 

Literacy. 

Everyone has the power to influence media positively 

and to use the power of media influence constructively. 

Ava provides thoughtful discourse no matter where one 

is on that journey. 

Ava can provide television and radio commentary on 

media discourse regarding representation and social-

justice issues. She can customize a speaking engagement 

to address the following: 

▪ Media literacy for children & adults 

▪ Creating media that demonstrates Conscious-
Concern©  

▪ The roles that media-influencers have in 
sponsorship and promotion of media 

Contact us today to discuss your speaking/presentation 

needs! 

 

  

 

 

 

CREATING MEDIA TO INFORM & EMPOWER 

CONTACT AVA 
To inquire about Ava’s availability for a Speaking Engagement or to appear as a Media Commentator for your 

television program, please reach-out to her using the following: 

Email: info@cmcllc.org (please put purpose of inquiry in the subject line) 

Ph. 213-297-7755 (long-distance charges from your carrier may apply) 

 

 

http://www.cmcllc.org
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